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Safety FirstSafety First



    

Safety FirstSafety First

 Distribution poles and wires are the Distribution poles and wires are the 
property of the utility company – property of the utility company – notnot  
public propertypublic property

 You have no right to do anything to the You have no right to do anything to the 
poles and its conductors except look at poles and its conductors except look at 
themthem

 High voltages present are lethal – 110V High voltages present are lethal – 110V 
to 27,000 voltsto 27,000 volts



    

Safety FirstSafety First

 Do not yank on guy wires.  Poles can rot at the base Do not yank on guy wires.  Poles can rot at the base 
near the ground linenear the ground line

 A good tug could send a pole crashing to the groundA good tug could send a pole crashing to the ground
 Never climb a tree adjacent to the pole to “get a Never climb a tree adjacent to the pole to “get a 

better look at it”better look at it”
 Power lines could be hidden in the branches or a Power lines could be hidden in the branches or a 

conductor could be touching a branch and any conductor could be touching a branch and any 
contact could result in electrocution.contact could result in electrocution.

 Never hit a pole with a hammer to “check for loose Never hit a pole with a hammer to “check for loose 
hardware”hardware”



    

Electrical InterferenceElectrical Interference

 Most electrical interference (90%) originates in Most electrical interference (90%) originates in 
the amateur radio operator’s home (CQ the amateur radio operator’s home (CQ 
magazine – Sept. 2009 issue)magazine – Sept. 2009 issue)

 EMI generators include; EMI generators include; 
 Thermostats, Dimmer switchesThermostats, Dimmer switches
 Air purifiers, motors circuit breakersAir purifiers, motors circuit breakers
 Fluorescent lampsFluorescent lamps
 Ignition systems Ignition systems 
 Computers, switching power supplies; plasma tv, Computers, switching power supplies; plasma tv, 
 ETC.ETC.



    

Pole Line Noise InterferencePole Line Noise Interference

 Most electrical interference is Most electrical interference is 
generated in one of two waysgenerated in one of two ways
   Corona DischargeCorona Discharge
   Spark gap type noiseSpark gap type noise



    

Corona DischargeCorona Discharge

 Corona Discharge is defined as the partial Corona Discharge is defined as the partial 
breakdown of the air that surrounds an electric breakdown of the air that surrounds an electric 
element such as a conductor, hardware or element such as a conductor, hardware or 
insulator.insulator.

 In order for corona to occur there must be a In order for corona to occur there must be a 
voltage gradient presentvoltage gradient present

 Voltage gradient refers to the voltage Voltage gradient refers to the voltage 
differences between two points divided by the differences between two points divided by the 
distance between them.distance between them.



    

Corona DischargeCorona Discharge

 Increases in humidity and precipitation can lower the Increases in humidity and precipitation can lower the 
onset voltage at which corona occurs.onset voltage at which corona occurs.

 Any surface irregularities on the conductor can further Any surface irregularities on the conductor can further 
result in a distortion of the lines of the electric field.result in a distortion of the lines of the electric field.

 At this point of the irregularity, a At this point of the irregularity, a corona plume corona plume can can 
form.form.

 Raindrops dripping off the bottom of the conductor Raindrops dripping off the bottom of the conductor 
can form plumes.  can form plumes.  

 These can be up to several inches long.These can be up to several inches long.
 These are known as precipitation discharges.These are known as precipitation discharges.



    

Corona DischargeCorona Discharge

 ALL types of Corona generate RFI noise.ALL types of Corona generate RFI noise.
 The RFI generated from these corona The RFI generated from these corona 

discharges in dry weather tends to fall off discharges in dry weather tends to fall off 
sharply at 30 MHz.sharply at 30 MHz.

 When the humidity is very high or the When the humidity is very high or the 
conductors are wet, the noise can be conductors are wet, the noise can be 
easily heard into the VHF range, tapering easily heard into the VHF range, tapering 
off as the frequency is increased.off as the frequency is increased.



    

Spark Gap InterferenceSpark Gap Interference

 Some interference problems are caused by an Some interference problems are caused by an 
actual spark. In a spark, the same breakdown actual spark. In a spark, the same breakdown 
and ionization of air occurs, but current flows and ionization of air occurs, but current flows 
between two conductors.between two conductors.

 A sustained spark is called an “arc”.A sustained spark is called an “arc”.
 In order for electric current to jump a gap, a In order for electric current to jump a gap, a 

difference in potential great enough to ionize air difference in potential great enough to ionize air 
must exist in the space between the conductors.must exist in the space between the conductors.



    

Spark Gap InterferenceSpark Gap Interference

 For an arc to occur , there must be For an arc to occur , there must be 
sufficient voltage to ionize (break down) sufficient voltage to ionize (break down) 
the air in the gap.the air in the gap.

 This voltage can come from a current This voltage can come from a current 
carrying conductor or it can be induced into carrying conductor or it can be induced into 
the pole hardware from the strong electric the pole hardware from the strong electric 
field associated with high voltage power field associated with high voltage power 
lines.  lines.  

 These induced voltages can be in the These induced voltages can be in the 
hundreds of voltshundreds of volts..



    

Spark Gap NoiseSpark Gap Noise

 Unlike corona, spark gap noise is usually a Unlike corona, spark gap noise is usually a 
fair weather phenomenon; it may fair weather phenomenon; it may 
disappear in wet weather because disappear in wet weather because 
precipitation short circuits the inter-precipitation short circuits the inter-
hardware gaps.  hardware gaps.  

 Any interference that changes with the Any interference that changes with the 
weather is a dead giveaway: the noise weather is a dead giveaway: the noise 
source is almost certainly outdoors.source is almost certainly outdoors.



    

Spark Gap NoiseSpark Gap Noise

 Most devices that generate electrical Most devices that generate electrical 
interference in the home most likely spark interference in the home most likely spark 
gap categorygap category

 Electric razors, vacuum cleaners, sewing Electric razors, vacuum cleaners, sewing 
machines and air conditioners are just a machines and air conditioners are just a 
few.few.

 Light dimmer switches, electric blanket Light dimmer switches, electric blanket 
thermostats, etc. are also noise sourcesthermostats, etc. are also noise sources



    

Spark Gap NoiseSpark Gap Noise

 A common problem with homes built in A common problem with homes built in 
the 1970’s was the use of aluminum the 1970’s was the use of aluminum 
wiring.  The constant expansion and wiring.  The constant expansion and 
contraction of the conductors causes the contraction of the conductors causes the 
electric connections to become loose and electric connections to become loose and 
arc resulting in RFI. arc resulting in RFI. 

 House fires have been blamed on this House fires have been blamed on this 
problem.problem.



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 RFI noise generated by power company RFI noise generated by power company 
equipment or devices connected to it can equipment or devices connected to it can 
be transmitted effectively over a wide be transmitted effectively over a wide 
range of frequencies over great distances.range of frequencies over great distances.

 Power lines contain kilometers of wires Power lines contain kilometers of wires 
that can act as a multiple-wavelength that can act as a multiple-wavelength 
antenna.antenna.



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 RF signals present on the lines can travel RF signals present on the lines can travel 
many kilometers down a transmission or many kilometers down a transmission or 
distribution line. distribution line. 

 At RF, the spacing of most power lines is At RF, the spacing of most power lines is 
a significant part of a wavelength, so RFI a significant part of a wavelength, so RFI 
noise is also radiated fairly efficiently by noise is also radiated fairly efficiently by 
this line.this line.



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 Three ways RFI signal can be Three ways RFI signal can be 
transmitted from a noise source.transmitted from a noise source.

1.1. Direct Radiation Direct Radiation 
2.2. Down the Power Line Down the Power Line 
3.3. InductionInduction



    

Direct RadiationDirect Radiation

 Direct Radiation – Direct Radiation – 
 If interference source is strong enough to If interference source is strong enough to 

transmit directly into the free air from the transmit directly into the free air from the 
spark gap sourcespark gap source

 In this case, the ionized air inside the spark is In this case, the ionized air inside the spark is 
acting as a small antenna.  acting as a small antenna.  

 Because the “antenna” is small, the arc is Because the “antenna” is small, the arc is 
broadly resonant at VHF and higher, so this broadly resonant at VHF and higher, so this 
type of noise is stronger at those frequencies.type of noise is stronger at those frequencies.



    

Down the Power LineDown the Power Line

 Down the Power Line – Down the Power Line – 
 Broadband Noise across most of the radio rangeBroadband Noise across most of the radio range
 The lower frequency component of this noise is The lower frequency component of this noise is 

generally conducted down the power line, whether it generally conducted down the power line, whether it 
is a current-carrying conductor or the neutral wire.is a current-carrying conductor or the neutral wire.

 This can travel many kilometers on the conductor, This can travel many kilometers on the conductor, 
especially at AM broadcast band frequencies and the especially at AM broadcast band frequencies and the 
lower part of the HF range.lower part of the HF range.



    

InductionInduction

 The conducted noise can be coupled to the The conducted noise can be coupled to the 
nearby primary and secondary conductors by nearby primary and secondary conductors by 
inductioninduction..

 Thus a noise from an overhead transmission line Thus a noise from an overhead transmission line 
can induce noise in a nearby distribution line can induce noise in a nearby distribution line 
while it in turn can induce the noise into the while it in turn can induce the noise into the 
120/240 V secondary to your house.  120/240 V secondary to your house.  

 This again is usually an HF phenomenonThis again is usually an HF phenomenon



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 If the noise is radiating from the power If the noise is radiating from the power 
line conductors, it is usually heard for line conductors, it is usually heard for 
quite some distance from the source.quite some distance from the source.

 On HF, the noise may propagate for On HF, the noise may propagate for 
kilometers.kilometers.

 Even on VHF, the noise may be present Even on VHF, the noise may be present 
for as many as 10 or more poles away for as many as 10 or more poles away 
from the noise source.from the noise source.



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 In cases where the arc itself radiates, or if the In cases where the arc itself radiates, or if the 
noise is radiating directly from a piece of noise is radiating directly from a piece of 
hardware not directly connected to the power hardware not directly connected to the power 
line conductor (such as a cross-arm bracket) the line conductor (such as a cross-arm bracket) the 
noise will seem to be coming from one structure. noise will seem to be coming from one structure. 

 In most cases, the noise source is actually a In most cases, the noise source is actually a 
combination of these effects.combination of these effects.

 This can really complicate the troubleshooting This can really complicate the troubleshooting 
process, as different propagation mechanisms process, as different propagation mechanisms 
set up various standing waves and add and set up various standing waves and add and 
subtract from each other at various points.subtract from each other at various points.



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 The result of the combination of all of these The result of the combination of all of these 
factors is that power line interference tends to factors is that power line interference tends to 
be inversely proportional to the frequency;be inversely proportional to the frequency;

 The higher the frequency the shorter the The higher the frequency the shorter the 
distance it is from the origination pointdistance it is from the origination point..

 Interference in the upper VHF or UHF region of Interference in the upper VHF or UHF region of 
the spectrum is almost always a result of direct the spectrum is almost always a result of direct 
radiation from the source.radiation from the source.



    

Transmission of RFITransmission of RFI

 In a realistic situation, however, the RFI is generally In a realistic situation, however, the RFI is generally 
transmitted by all three methods due to the broadband transmitted by all three methods due to the broadband 
nature of the noise.nature of the noise.

 This can be used to a troubleshooting advantage.This can be used to a troubleshooting advantage.
 You can use the AM broadcast band or lower HF to get You can use the AM broadcast band or lower HF to get 

to the neighbourhood of the noise source;to the neighbourhood of the noise source;
 You normally won’t be able to hear it on VHF unless you You normally won’t be able to hear it on VHF unless you 

are very close. are very close. 
 This often helps you to identify the exact pole or house This often helps you to identify the exact pole or house 

with the noise device.with the noise device.



    

Radiocommunication ActRadiocommunication Act

 Radiocommunication Act Section 5. (1) Radiocommunication Act Section 5. (1) (l)(l) (Minister’s  (Minister’s 
Powers) reads:Powers) reads:

    (l) make determinations as to the existence of harmful
interference and issue orders to persons in possession or control
of radio apparatus, interference-causing equipment or radiosensitive
equipment that the Minister determines to be
responsible for the harmful interference to cease or modify
operation of the apparatus or equipment until such time as it can
be operated without causing or being affected by harmful
interference;
  



    

VE3CNX Power Line Noise “Event”VE3CNX Power Line Noise “Event”

 June 8, 2009 –June 8, 2009 –
 Extreme Noise level (S9+15Db) on 80M bandExtreme Noise level (S9+15Db) on 80M band

 Normally S5-S7 Normally S5-S7 
 Similar elevated noise levels on all HF bands.Similar elevated noise levels on all HF bands.
 Noise Blanker/DSP filters activated and helped to Noise Blanker/DSP filters activated and helped to 

mask out noise, but stations sounded like RFI in mask out noise, but stations sounded like RFI in 
audioaudio

 Could not pull out weaker signalsCould not pull out weaker signals
 Could work some local – very strong stations, but;Could work some local – very strong stations, but;



    

““Normal” Noise LevelNormal” Noise Level



    

Power Line Noise LevelPower Line Noise Level



    

VE3CNX EMI EventVE3CNX EMI Event

 Severe Noise effectively wiped out RX Severe Noise effectively wiped out RX 
capability at my station capability at my station 

 No effect on TXNo effect on TX
 Severe noise level persisted 24/7Severe noise level persisted 24/7
 Regardless of weather was wet, dry, cool or Regardless of weather was wet, dry, cool or 

hothot
 VE3CNX “off the air”VE3CNX “off the air”



    

HELP!!!HELP!!!

 First call was to Dave Steels – VE3UZFirst call was to Dave Steels – VE3UZ
 No significant noise at his location.No significant noise at his location.
 Confirmed source was local to my locationConfirmed source was local to my location
 Further discussion-Further discussion-

 Nature/extent of noise Nature/extent of noise 
 Transceiver Spectrum ScopeTransceiver Spectrum Scope
   Determined that it was pulse-type and 60 cycle Determined that it was pulse-type and 60 cycle 

varietyvariety
 Troubleshooting ProcessTroubleshooting Process



    

Locating RFILocating RFI

 Process of Elimination:Process of Elimination:
 House – House – 

 Check dimmer switchers, appliances, electric pumps, air Check dimmer switchers, appliances, electric pumps, air 
conditioners, thermostats, electric motors, etc. conditioners, thermostats, electric motors, etc. 

 Turn off breaker switches one at a time to see if noise stopsTurn off breaker switches one at a time to see if noise stops
 Neighbourhood - (plasma TV, electric motors, Neighbourhood - (plasma TV, electric motors, 

welders, etc.)welders, etc.)
 Pole Line Pole Line 
 Use portable radio in AM mode – start at lower Use portable radio in AM mode – start at lower 

frequencies and work upward to detect source.frequencies and work upward to detect source.



    

Locating RFILocating RFI

 Preliminary investigation confirmed noise Preliminary investigation confirmed noise 
source was outside residence and not source was outside residence and not 
from neighbours.from neighbours.

 Another call to Dave Steels – VE3UZ – Another call to Dave Steels – VE3UZ – 
HELP!!HELP!!

 Dave came to my home immediately and Dave came to my home immediately and 
took charge.took charge.



    

Use of HF Rotating AntennaUse of HF Rotating Antenna

 First step was to use the HF rotating antenna to First step was to use the HF rotating antenna to 
“beam in” on  noise source.“beam in” on  noise source.

 With HF transceiver on 20M, rotated antenna to With HF transceiver on 20M, rotated antenna to 
where noise level was seen to be the greatest as where noise level was seen to be the greatest as 
reflected on the “S” meter. Noise level was S9.reflected on the “S” meter. Noise level was S9.
(SSB - normally S1 or S2)  (SSB - normally S1 or S2)  

 Then switched to 15 meters and did the same; Then switched to 15 meters and did the same; 
 Noise Level was S6 (normally S1 or S2)Noise Level was S6 (normally S1 or S2)
 Then to 10M – Noise level was S4 (normally S1) Then to 10M – Noise level was S4 (normally S1) 



    

Use of Rotating AntennaUse of Rotating Antenna

 We then made note of  the beam direction (330 We then made note of  the beam direction (330 
degrees) and went outside to visually determine degrees) and went outside to visually determine 
what was in the path of the beamwhat was in the path of the beam

 It was beamed toward a utility pole line running It was beamed toward a utility pole line running 
north/south on Wonderland Road and located north/south on Wonderland Road and located 
some 110 Meters from my antenna.some 110 Meters from my antenna.

 (Our neighbourhood is serviced with (Our neighbourhood is serviced with 
underground lines)underground lines)



    

Use of Rotating AntennaUse of Rotating Antenna

 Next Step was to rotate the beam away from the noise Next Step was to rotate the beam away from the noise 
to the point where the noise diappeared.to the point where the noise diappeared.

 Noted that the noise level reduced to S2 when antenna Noted that the noise level reduced to S2 when antenna 
rotated North East (45 degrees).rotated North East (45 degrees).

 This, in effect, determined the “Null” in the noise source This, in effect, determined the “Null” in the noise source 
due to Front to Side signal rejection capability inherent due to Front to Side signal rejection capability inherent 
in the yagi beam configuration.in the yagi beam configuration.

 We then went outside and noted that the “null: We then went outside and noted that the “null: 
confirmed the noise source as being the pole lineconfirmed the noise source as being the pole line



    

Using Portable RadioUsing Portable Radio

 We then attempted to “zero in” on the noise We then attempted to “zero in” on the noise 
source by means of using a portable radio in the source by means of using a portable radio in the 
AM mode, and trying to detect it at the highest AM mode, and trying to detect it at the highest 
audio level.audio level.

 In the process, we found that one particular In the process, we found that one particular 
pole seemed to be the most likely candidate.pole seemed to be the most likely candidate.

 Next step – call to London Hydro and report the Next step – call to London Hydro and report the 
problem and request assistance.problem and request assistance.



    

London Hydro ResponseLondon Hydro Response

 June 9June 9thth, problem reported to London Hydro , problem reported to London Hydro 
 Within a few short days, London Hydro crew Within a few short days, London Hydro crew 

attended the sceneattended the scene
 Visually examined the suspect pole/transformer/Visually examined the suspect pole/transformer/

hardware, etc – hardware, etc – 
 No irregularities detected.No irregularities detected.
 Inspected 2 adjacent poles, detected a loud Inspected 2 adjacent poles, detected a loud 

“humming” on the 27KV lines on one pole“humming” on the 27KV lines on one pole



    

Suspect Pole #1Suspect Pole #1

 This was an older pole equipped with This was an older pole equipped with 
older hardware (“Christmas tree” type older hardware (“Christmas tree” type 
insulators, metal wrapping straps,  etc.)insulators, metal wrapping straps,  etc.)

 Attributed this is as possible noise source Attributed this is as possible noise source 
but could not confirm due to lack of but could not confirm due to lack of 
specialized technical instrumentsspecialized technical instruments

 Recommended to their superiors that the Recommended to their superiors that the 
pole/hardware needed to be replacedpole/hardware needed to be replaced



    

London HydroLondon Hydro

 Shortly afterward, I was in communication Shortly afterward, I was in communication 
with Mr. Gary Rains – Director Energy with Mr. Gary Rains – Director Energy 
Development Programs – London HydroDevelopment Programs – London Hydro

 Excellent Response  - Very knowledgeable, Excellent Response  - Very knowledgeable, 
co-operative and sympatheticco-operative and sympathetic

 Was very interested in how we had Was very interested in how we had 
narrowed down our search to this one or narrowed down our search to this one or 
two polestwo poles



    

London HydroLondon Hydro

 Explained that London Hydro does not possess the Explained that London Hydro does not possess the 
required instruments/technology to identify the source of required instruments/technology to identify the source of 
RFI.RFI.

 London Hydro do employ an individual on  a  contract London Hydro do employ an individual on  a  contract 
basis with ability to detect EMI problems;basis with ability to detect EMI problems;

 Performs an annual inspection of London Hydro Performs an annual inspection of London Hydro 
equipment using acoustic detection gear.equipment using acoustic detection gear.

 Nevertheless, Mr. Rains expressed  his Nevertheless, Mr. Rains expressed  his 
willingness/commitment to see the problem through to willingness/commitment to see the problem through to 
resolutionresolution

 Made arrangements to replace the suspected pole due to Made arrangements to replace the suspected pole due to 
age of pole and old hardware.age of pole and old hardware.



    

Replacing Old PoleReplacing Old Pole



    

Replacing Old PoleReplacing Old Pole



    

Old HardwareOld Hardware



    

The Problem RemainsThe Problem Remains

 Immediately after installing the new pole and Immediately after installing the new pole and 
reconnecting the hardware reconnecting the hardware 

 It was apparent that the noise had not subsided It was apparent that the noise had not subsided 
and we were “Back to Square One!!”and we were “Back to Square One!!”

 Fellow hams  offered some consolation by virtue Fellow hams  offered some consolation by virtue 
of the fact that these problems usually get of the fact that these problems usually get 
corrected in time, as the defective device(s) corrected in time, as the defective device(s) 
eventually self-destruct resulting in a disruption eventually self-destruct resulting in a disruption 
in service.in service.

 Nevertheless, I couldn’t wait that long.Nevertheless, I couldn’t wait that long.



    

The Search ResumesThe Search Resumes

 Fortunately for me, Mr. Rains reaffirmed Fortunately for me, Mr. Rains reaffirmed 
his commitment to apply corrective his commitment to apply corrective 
measures on a process of elimination measures on a process of elimination 
basis.basis.

 In the meantime, In the meantime, 



    

Exhaustive SearchExhaustive Search

 I then proceeded to search further afield.I then proceeded to search further afield.
 Using a portable radio in the AM modeUsing a portable radio in the AM mode
 And travelling on foot, bicycle and eventually by And travelling on foot, bicycle and eventually by 

vehiclevehicle
 I traced the noise all the way up Medvale Road I traced the noise all the way up Medvale Road 

and across to Richmond Streetand across to Richmond Street
 It became abundantly clear that the source of It became abundantly clear that the source of 

this  EMI was anywhere within 8 km or so from this  EMI was anywhere within 8 km or so from 
my QTH!!!my QTH!!!



    

The Exhaustive SearchThe Exhaustive Search

 After many trips up/down Wonderland Road After many trips up/down Wonderland Road 
and;and;

 Talking to neighbours (Body Shop) and Bell Talking to neighbours (Body Shop) and Bell 
Canada maintenance personnel (towers)Canada maintenance personnel (towers)

 I came to the conclusion that I was never going I came to the conclusion that I was never going 
to find this noise sourceto find this noise source

 I started to contemplate putting the house up I started to contemplate putting the house up 
for sale and moving to the countryfor sale and moving to the country



    

Industry CanadaIndustry Canada

 I went on vacation and upon my return, could I went on vacation and upon my return, could 
see that   the problem was not going away, see that   the problem was not going away, 

 I became increasingly frustrated.I became increasingly frustrated.
 I had been told that going back ten or so years,  I had been told that going back ten or so years,  

Industry Canada (IC) had a minivan equipped Industry Canada (IC) had a minivan equipped 
with all sorts of electronic gear (spectrum with all sorts of electronic gear (spectrum 
analyzers, service monitors, etc.)   which was analyzers, service monitors, etc.)   which was 
used for this purpose.used for this purpose.



    

IC Mini-VanIC Mini-Van



    

IC Mini-VanIC Mini-Van



    

IC Mini-VanIC Mini-Van



    

Industry CanadaIndustry Canada

 I then decided to contact Industry Canada I then decided to contact Industry Canada 
and see if they could lend some assistance and see if they could lend some assistance 
in identifying the source. in identifying the source. 

 In so doing, I was referred to the London In so doing, I was referred to the London 
office and made contact with them on office and made contact with them on 
Aug. 13, 2009Aug. 13, 2009



    

Industry CanadaIndustry Canada

 In speaking with Mr. Bakhos Hanna, Spectrum In speaking with Mr. Bakhos Hanna, Spectrum 
Management Officer, Central and Western Management Officer, Central and Western 
Ontario District, I learned that;Ontario District, I learned that;

 IC no longer performs this service, however, he IC no longer performs this service, however, he 
graciously agreed to meet with me and  guide graciously agreed to meet with me and  guide 
me in the process of zeroing in on the noise me in the process of zeroing in on the noise 
sourcesource

 He visited me the same day and “talked me He visited me the same day and “talked me 
through” the processthrough” the process



    

Zeroing in on the NoiseZeroing in on the Noise

 The next day, I proceeded in applying the techniques The next day, I proceeded in applying the techniques 
suggested by Mr. Hanna.suggested by Mr. Hanna.

 Essentially, this required that I use a portable multi-band Essentially, this required that I use a portable multi-band 
radio in AM mode; radio in AM mode; 

 And starting at 3.5 MHz, make my way along the pole And starting at 3.5 MHz, make my way along the pole 
line to determine where the noise level audio seemed to line to determine where the noise level audio seemed to 
be the strongest. be the strongest. 

 Then progressively increase the frequency as Mr. Hanna Then progressively increase the frequency as Mr. Hanna 
pointed out –pointed out –

     The higher the frequency the shorter the distance it is The higher the frequency the shorter the distance it is 
from the origination pointfrom the origination point..



    

Zeroing InZeroing In

 In so doing, I could detect the noise quite In so doing, I could detect the noise quite 
prominently on travelling northward on prominently on travelling northward on 
Wonderland Road from Fanshawe Road Wonderland Road from Fanshawe Road 
West up to Medvale Road (3 km) and  West up to Medvale Road (3 km) and  
eastward from there to Richmond Street eastward from there to Richmond Street 
(3 km).(3 km).



    

Zeroing In on the NoiseZeroing In on the Noise

 The noise was noticeably loudest at the intersection of The noise was noticeably loudest at the intersection of 
Sunningdale Road and Wonderland Road – which was 1 Sunningdale Road and Wonderland Road – which was 1 
km north of my home. km north of my home. 

 This led me to suspect that the noise source was one of This led me to suspect that the noise source was one of 
five of the older poles in that area, all equipped with the five of the older poles in that area, all equipped with the 
old Christmas tree insulators and about the same age as old Christmas tree insulators and about the same age as 
the one that had just been replaced near my homethe one that had just been replaced near my home

 By coincidence I had occasion to travel westward on By coincidence I had occasion to travel westward on 
Sunningdale Road and noticed that the noise seemed to Sunningdale Road and noticed that the noise seemed to 
be extremely loud as I progressed westward from the be extremely loud as I progressed westward from the 
intersection.intersection.



    

The Bad Pole is LocatedThe Bad Pole is Located

 Using Mr. Hanna’s techniques, I increased the Using Mr. Hanna’s techniques, I increased the 
monitoring frequency above 30MHz and walked monitoring frequency above 30MHz and walked 
closer to each pole in succession along the closer to each pole in succession along the 
route.route.

 At each pole, the noise got louder and could be At each pole, the noise got louder and could be 
detected at an increasingly higher frequency. detected at an increasingly higher frequency. 

 i.e. 30 Mhz on pole #1, 35 MHz, on pole #2, i.e. 30 Mhz on pole #1, 35 MHz, on pole #2, 
and 40 MHz on Pole #3, so on.and 40 MHz on Pole #3, so on.



    

The Bad PoleThe Bad Pole

 When I  pole #6 I could detect it as high as 153 MHz When I  pole #6 I could detect it as high as 153 MHz 
from 3 feet distant.  Immediately  I stepped a few feet from 3 feet distant.  Immediately  I stepped a few feet 
from the pole, it dropped to 70Mhz.from the pole, it dropped to 70Mhz.

 I then carefully gave the pole a “less than gentle kick” I then carefully gave the pole a “less than gentle kick” 
(somewhat contrary to the safety rules I recited earlier  (somewhat contrary to the safety rules I recited earlier  
but the pole looked quite sturdy and solidly placed) and but the pole looked quite sturdy and solidly placed) and 
the noise immediately stopped!the noise immediately stopped!

 After a few minutes, I kicked it again, and the noise After a few minutes, I kicked it again, and the noise 
resumed!resumed!

 I did this repeatedly, with the same result.I did this repeatedly, with the same result.
 Eureka!!Eureka!!



    

ConfirmationConfirmation

 I then proceeded to the next ten poles to I then proceeded to the next ten poles to 
ensure that I had correctly identified the ensure that I had correctly identified the 
bad pole.bad pole.

 I could not detect noise greater than at I could not detect noise greater than at 
the bad pole at the lower frequencies, and the bad pole at the lower frequencies, and 
could not detect appreciable noise at any could not detect appreciable noise at any 
of the poles when tuned above the 30 of the poles when tuned above the 30 
MHz.MHz.



    

ConfirmationConfirmation

 I then communicated the results to Dave Steels I then communicated the results to Dave Steels 
- VE3UZ and Doug Elliott -VA3DAE- VE3UZ and Doug Elliott -VA3DAE

 Doug, an avid foxhunt enthusiast, promptly Doug, an avid foxhunt enthusiast, promptly 
undertook to confirm my conclusions using undertook to confirm my conclusions using 
various portable antennas and transmitter various portable antennas and transmitter 
finding  techniquesfinding  techniques

 After some extensive on-the-scene probing, After some extensive on-the-scene probing, 
Doug came to the same conclusion – this was Doug came to the same conclusion – this was 
indeed the bad pole.indeed the bad pole.



    

The Bad PoleThe Bad Pole



    

The Bad PoleThe Bad Pole



    

Beam HeadingsBeam Headings

 Interesting to note that the Bad Pole was exactly Interesting to note that the Bad Pole was exactly 
in line  (330 degrees) with the beam headings in line  (330 degrees) with the beam headings 
from my QTH as per Dave Steels’ initial from my QTH as per Dave Steels’ initial 
investigationinvestigation

 Our mistake was in assuming that it was the Our mistake was in assuming that it was the 
pole line on Wonderland Road in close proximity pole line on Wonderland Road in close proximity 
(110 Meters) from my QTH(110 Meters) from my QTH

 Instead, it was 1.3 Km  by road and 1.0 km line Instead, it was 1.3 Km  by road and 1.0 km line 
of sight.of sight.



    

Location of Bad Pole relative to Location of Bad Pole relative to 
QTHQTH



    

The Bad PoleThe Bad Pole



    

The Bad PoleThe Bad Pole



    

London Hydro RespondsLondon Hydro Responds

 On Monday, August 18On Monday, August 18thth I contacted Mr.  I contacted Mr. 
Rains’ office and advised of my discovery.Rains’ office and advised of my discovery.

 Mr. Rains seemed elated to hear the good Mr. Rains seemed elated to hear the good 
news, and promptly arranged for a crew news, and promptly arranged for a crew 
to attend the scene.to attend the scene.



    

London Hydro RespondsLondon Hydro Responds



    

London Hydro PersonnelLondon Hydro Personnel

 London Hydro Linemen Peter Mills and London Hydro Linemen Peter Mills and 
Mike Telford Mike Telford 

 Set to work on finding the cause within Set to work on finding the cause within 
minutes of arrivalminutes of arrival

 Very professional, safety-oriented, Very professional, safety-oriented, 
courteous, capable and efficientcourteous, capable and efficient



    

London Hydro At WorkLondon Hydro At Work



    

Checking ConnectionsChecking Connections



    

Fault FindingFault Finding

 I I took up position on the ground (safety took up position on the ground (safety 
headgear/footware required) with a radio headgear/footware required) with a radio 
monitormonitor

 As the one Lineman proceeded in checking As the one Lineman proceeded in checking 
hardware, connections etc.  hardware, connections etc.  

 using a “GripAll”or sometimes referred to as a using a “GripAll”or sometimes referred to as a 
“hotpole”“hotpole”

 The other stood next to me and listened to the The other stood next to me and listened to the 
radio and directed his co-worker as to what to radio and directed his co-worker as to what to 
check  next.check  next.



    

Most Common FaultsMost Common Faults

 Loose staples on ground conductorLoose staples on ground conductor
 Loose pole top pinLoose pole top pin
 Ground conductor touching nearby hardwareGround conductor touching nearby hardware
 Corroded slack span insulatorsCorroded slack span insulators
 Guy touching neutralGuy touching neutral
 Loose hardwareLoose hardware
 Bare tie wire used with insulated conductorBare tie wire used with insulated conductor
 Insulated tie wire on bare conductorInsulated tie wire on bare conductor
 Loose cross arm bracesLoose cross arm braces
 Lightning arrestorsLightning arrestors



    

The FaultsThe Faults

 Quickly determined 2 faults –Quickly determined 2 faults –
1.1.   A loose connection on the middle stand-A loose connection on the middle stand-

off insulator clamp off insulator clamp 
2.2. A “deteriorating lightning arrestor that A “deteriorating lightning arrestor that 

was leaking to ground”was leaking to ground”



    

The Loose ConnectionThe Loose Connection



    

The Deteriorating Lightning The Deteriorating Lightning 
ArrestorArrestor



    

Replace ArrestorsReplace Arrestors



    

Tighten All ConnectionsTighten All Connections



    

The Job was DoneThe Job was Done

 Hardware was replaced and all Hardware was replaced and all 
connections checked/tightenedconnections checked/tightened

 Work was completed in less than one hourWork was completed in less than one hour
 The quiet on the radio was Deafening!!The quiet on the radio was Deafening!!
 VE3CNX was back on the air!!VE3CNX was back on the air!!



    

London Hydro LinemenLondon Hydro Linemen
Mike Telford and Peter MillsMike Telford and Peter Mills



    

CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

 The 60Hz signature of the noise identified The 60Hz signature of the noise identified 
it as a power line problem.it as a power line problem.

 During the search, check into options During the search, check into options 
other than the closest pole location; other than the closest pole location; 

 Beam headings on 10 meters from the Beam headings on 10 meters from the 
home QTH are a good indicator and do home QTH are a good indicator and do 
support other data; support other data; 



    

ConclusionsConclusions

 Using peak amplitude data plus peak Using peak amplitude data plus peak 
frequency data to identify the source are frequency data to identify the source are 
good, with peak frequency being the most good, with peak frequency being the most 
reliable indicator;reliable indicator;

 The higher the frequency the shorter the The higher the frequency the shorter the 
distance it is from the origination pointdistance it is from the origination point..

 The clincher is the ability to influence the The clincher is the ability to influence the 
source by giving the suspect pole a tap;source by giving the suspect pole a tap;



    

ConclusionsConclusions

 Cracked insulators due to road salt spray, Cracked insulators due to road salt spray, 
hot/cold expansion contraction and all hot/cold expansion contraction and all 
sorts of pole line deterioration can cause sorts of pole line deterioration can cause 
very large noise footprints.very large noise footprints.

 Power line noise can travel for Power line noise can travel for 
kilometers and result in a lot of dead ends. kilometers and result in a lot of dead ends. 

 When calling the utility be sure to have the When calling the utility be sure to have the 
details which will help them isolate the details which will help them isolate the 
cause. cause. 
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